Diagnostic reliability and significance of irregular beta patterns.
We designated EEGs with marked and irregular beta waves in basic patterns as "irregular beta patterns" on the basis that these patterns are related with particular symptoms such as dysphoria, irritability and autonomic symptoms and they implicate choice of therapeutic agents. Because of good response to antiepileptic agents in patients with "irregular beta patterns" along with EEG characteristics, we hypothesized that the prevalence of "irregular beta patterns" is higher in epileptics than in other psychiatric patients. In the present study, we tested this hypothesis, investigating actual frequencies of these patterns among different diagnostic categories for all patients whose EEG were recorded in all the first-visit patients to the Outpatient Clinic, Department of Neuropsychiatry of the Tokyo University Hospital during one year period of 1986. Before starting this investigation, we checked the interrater reliability for these patterns. Therefore, two studies are reported here. In Study 1, five raters judged 98 EEG recordings blindly (43 epileptics and 55 healthy subjects). As a result, the generalized Kappa of 0.473 was obtained, indicating our agreement level was moderate or fair. This result lends support to our contention that irregular beta patterns are reliably judged. In Study 2, we judged the EEG recordings (137 schizophrenics, 62 affective disorders, 43 epileptics and 55 healthy controls) and calculated the prevalence rate of "irregular beta patterns" among the diagnostic categories. The results show that the prevalence rates of "irregular beta patterns" among psychiatric disorders and normal controls were 13% (18/137) in schizophrenics, 11% (7/62) in affective disorders, 14% (6/43) in epileptics and 4% (2/55) in healthy controls. These rates did not differ significantly among the three disorders. Thus, our hypothesis was not supported. The clinical significance of these patterns is discussed.